Soviet Georgian Children Folk Dancers to Perform at the University of San Diego
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TO PERFORM AT THE UNIVERSITY OF SAN DIEGO

Soviet dancers to join USD Students for a
typical college lunch prior to their performance on campus

University of San Diego students will be hosting 27
performers from the Georgian Children's Dance Company of the 3rd
Experimental School in Tbilisi for lunch at the Hahn University
Center on Tuesday, Nov. 7.

In conjunction with the San Diego Soviet Arts Festival, USD
will be playing host to the 27 artists, composed of 22 dancers,
three musicians and two directors as they perform their energetic
dances with amazing technique for children ranging in age from
eight to 16. The boys will perform a traditional sword dance.

USD has invited approximately 300 school children from
various local schools including Sherman Elementary, Holy Family,
St. Vincent's and St. Rita's. They will be joined by university
students, faculty and staff in watching the performance in Camino
Patio starting at 1 p.m.

This event is not open to the general public. (Media
wishing to attend should call Maria Martinez-Cosio at 260-4659
for accommodations.) All Georgian Folk Dance performances have
been sold out.
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